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Measuring of internal friction in the region, where it is pгogгessively dependednt on strain
amplitude gives oportunity to evaluate also the elasticity modulus E and its changes descгibed
by the elasticity modulus defect AE/E. New appгoximation gives possibility to evaluate the stress
amplitude <ra as well as plastic strain amplitude єap. When <ra and єap aгe calculated at diŕľerent
values of total stгain amplitude єav which is higher than second critical strain amplitude, i.e.
when cumulation of fatique demage is in progress, it is possible to constгuct the cuгve <тa vs єap
and describe it by equation <тa = x . єap, where n is coefficient of cyclic deformation haгdening.
Introduction

From the aspects of assessing the cyclic microplasticity of metals, many useful
data are provided by the curve of internal damping dependence Q'1 as well as the
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Fig. 1. Scheme dependence of internal damping on total strain amplitude.
*) Department of Materials Science, University of Transport and Communication, 010 26
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curve of elasticity modulus defect AEJE on the total strain amplitude sat> as schematically shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Scheme dependence of elasticity modulus defect on total strain amplitude.

Internal damping and elasticity modulus defect

Conventionally, we have divided the dependence Q - 1 vs. eat into four parts. When
strain amplitudes act with a magnitude up to ecrl (part I) internal damping QJ1 +
independent on the value of eat is identified. This value of QJ1 is also labelled as a
phon of internal damping and is interpreted by utilizing one or several of the mechanisms already presented [1]. The applied stress amplitude being too small to make
the dislocation segments swing. In this region elasticity modulus defect does not take
place, i.e. AEjE = 0 (Fig. 2). Value of ecrl is the first critical strain amplitude. When
strain amplitudes act with a magnitude higher then ecrl (part II), the internal damping
Q~x is found to depend slightly on eat. The rise of internal damping in this portion
of the dependence Q'1 vs. eat is characterised by factor oc1 and is interpreted as the
inelastic interaction of dislocation segments with energetic barriers. Dislocation
segments are vibrating in a quasiviscous environment produced by point defects
and phonons.
The bond energy between the dislocation and the alloying element atoms (r) is
embodied in the equation [2] in the form ecrl = rcjb3E, where c is the concentration
of alloying element atoms around dislocation and b is the Burgers vector.
In this portion of the dependence AEJE vs. eat it is possible to register also some
values of elasticity modulus defect, which slightly depends on the eat by the proportional factor of />i (Fig. 2). The elasticity modulus defect at some value of ecri ^
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^ eat ^ ecr2 has been characterised by the equation [3] AE\E = 6QNl}\n29 where Q
is orientation factor, 1V is density of dislocation. Quantity of Lis the effective dislocation length determined by equation l / L = l\LN + l/L c , LN is the entire length of
the locked dislocation segment and L c is the distance between the locking points
formed by the solute atoms. Increase of AE\E with increase of eat illustrates the
redistribution of locking points and thus also the rise of effective dislocation length.
When strain amplitudes exceeding ecr2 (part III) are acting, the internal damping
Q'1 depends markedly on the strain amplitude. It is also labelled "plastic" internal
damping. Value of ecr2 is a second critical strain amplitude. The dislocation sources
start generating dislocations which overcome the barriers. Process of increase of
dislocation density depends on the value of eat. In this portion, proportional factor
between Q~x and eat is labelled a2 which characterized, first of all, the dynamics
of dislocation density changes. Here changes in dislocation density and structural
sensitive physical and mechanical properties of materials started. It exhibits a saturating character, i.e. following a definite number of loading cycles, Q~l stabilizes at a
certain value and it is assumed that density and distribution of dislocation no longer
change significantly at some value of eat. At value of ecr2 :g eat ^ ecr3 it is registered
a strong rise of AE\E at increase of eat, i.e. high value of proportional factor of fi2.
The second critical strain amplitude corresponds to the stress causing the generation dislocation, i.e. acr2 = Eb\LN [4] where b is the Burgers vector, then ecr2 = b\LN.
In the region of "plastic" internal damping following equation is valid (AE\E)2\
iQp * = kN, where k is a correlation factor and N is the immediate density of dislocation in the material [5].
The application of strain amplitudes exceedings ecr3 (part IV) causes a process
of fatigue damage cummulation, internal damping Q~x thus being a function of
loading time, or at some loading frequency also the number of loading cycles. Value
of ecr3 is a third critical strain amplitude. It may be assumed that in this portion
there is proportional factor a3, which is also dependent on the time of loading.
Experimental data and interpretation for part IV have so far hardly been published,
if only because there are other procedures that supplemented the method of internal
damping measurement.
Values of ecrl and ecr2 and propably also ecr3 are some boundaries, where some
mechanisms of energy dissipation in material change. Because action of different
mechanisms is connected with orientation factor of grains in polycrystals for start
and propagation of cyclic microplasticity strain these values are more or not conventionally extrapoled values.
The behaviour of the Q'1 vs. eat as well as AE\E vs. eat dependences is a function
of many substructural and structural factors and of the material type, composition,
and material proceedings, whereby all three critical strain amplitudes may (but
need not) be recorded, depending on the sensitivity of the Q""1, or AE\E measurement and on the overlapping of various partial mechanisms of mechanical energy
dissipation.
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Experimental aspects
For high-frequency loading, around 20 kHz, it is impossible to evaluate the
plastic strain amplitude eap directly from experiments for the time being. This is
reason for Puskar's approximation [6], which exploited resonance principle of
measuring of internal damping (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Scheme of stress-strain relation.

In the elastic region aa = Eeae. Resonance system with the specimen has the
basic resonance frequency fr which corresponding to the value E (~ tgtp). In the
elastic-plastic region i.e. upper value of ecr2 (e.g. for point x) we have aax = Ex(eaex +
+ eapx) = Exeatx the resonance frequency of the system frx, corresponding to the
value Ex(~ tg<px). Then Ex = E — AEX, where AEX is the change of elasticity
modulus connected with the microplastic deformation of the specimen. Then
(i)
and
(2)

<*a =

EЄa

('"f)Д£\

««, = «.at I '

Fatigue characteristics
Cychc plastic reaction of material on the external loading may be expressed by
equation for cyclic stress-strain curve in the form aa = xenap, where x is a structurally
and experimentally dependent constant (e.g. on loading frequency) and n' is the
coefficient of cyclic strain-hardening.
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It can be seen that eqs. (1,2) and eq. for cyclic stress-strain curve make a bridge
between elasticity modulus defect and cyclic microplasticity reaction of material.
The „plastic" internal damping Q~1 ( = Q~1 - Q~r\, where Q~l and Q~r\ are
values of internal damping at some value of Batx and B — see Fig. 1) may be em
bodied as the ratio of the energy dissipation in one cycle of loading A W = FoaBap,
where F is the characteristic of the hysteresis loop shape, and the total applied
energy W = 1/2 EB\V Then
CT2

Q;'

=

ѓiW

F(TaBap

2ҡW

Eei

(3)

The amplitude of plastic strain also be expressed by the eq.
&an =—

te;
/7ro^M'Y'

+1

(4)

Here is also the way how to evaluate the factor of the hysteresis loop shape using eq.
F =

nQ'p

AE

1

!!-=}

(5)

E\
It may be mentioned that eqs. from (l) to (4) are valid in the region of Q~1 vs. eat at
values of ecr2 = Bat = e c r 3 . For some materials which have strong binding between
intersticial solute atoms and dislocations some cyclic limits [7], schematically presented in Fig. 4b, were shown. Cyclic loading with stress amplitude below limit of
cyclic elasticity stress amplitude oace is characterised by reversibility and hence only
by an elastic reaction of the material on cyclic loading. No changes in the material

Fig. 4. Scheme dependence of Q

1

and AEfE on eat (a) and stress amplitude on number of
cycles to fracture (b).
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occur beneath this stress level. When quantity of oa is upper limit of cyclic sensitivity
stress amplitude aacs and under the fatigue limit of ac incurs changes in the dislocation
structure with saturation behaviour.
New hypothesis

Phenomenological similarities of dislocation behaviour at the interpretation of
dependence Q" 1 vs. eat or AEJE vs. eat and that of ca vs. Nf (where Nf si number
of cycles to fracture) make it possible to formulate a new hypothesis, by following,
equations
G

ace =

E

d£crl

/

>

Д£\"

(6)
+

(?)
and
°c = X' Ur3 —\

,

(8>

where Ed is a dynamic elasticity modulus. It can be assumed that for region where
ecrl ^ eat g ecr2 values of x+, n+ are characteristics factors of stress-strain curve
and these are not the same for the region ecr2 g eat :g erc3, where these are labelled
as x\ n'. Of quite dubious character is the equation (8), because value of e cr3 ,have
not been proved for the time being.
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Characteristics of the microplasticity are investigated in HTSCs by two methods — microindentation and microcreep. The microhardness Hv increases by approximately 50—80 % when
decreasing temperature from 300 to 77 K. The temperature dependence HV(T) is the weaker,
the higher indentation load. This may be due to an intergrain slip contribution to local strain.
The dependence HV(T) does not display any peculiarity at the transition of ceramic to a superconducting state within the limits of experimental accuracy. There maxima between 77 and
300 K and corresponding to changes in the mobility of structure defects are the important
peculiarities of the temperature spectra of inelastic deformation rate measured at compression
of ceramic samples by laser interferometer. The maximum at T ~ 90 K is probably associated
with the superconducting transition.
•

<

•

•

Introduction
The study of the mechanical properties of HTSCs is accomplished via two different techniques: (a) microindentation and (b) microcreep. Microindentation is
utilized to measure the microhardness and the microbrittleness of single crystals and
ceramics of some rare-earth cuprates RBCO (R: Y, Gd, Ho, Dy, Er, Yb) and Bicontaining HTSCs, as well as to study anisotropy of indenter induced strain and crack
formation in single crystals. Microcreep is employed to investigate the peculiarities
of inelastic deformation of YBCO ceramics in superconducting and normal states.
Experimental
Single crystals. Composition, structure, parameter difference, A = b — a, and
critical temperature, Tc, of RBCO crystals are given in the Table. Samples 1 were
*) Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, Academy of Sciences of the Ukrain.
SSR, Kharkov, USSR.
**) Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Low Temperature Lab., Academy of Sciences of
GDR, Berlin, Germany.
***) A. F. Ioffe, Physico-Technical Institute, Academy of Sciences of USSR, Leningrad,
USSR.
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0.5x0.5 x0.3 mm3, the rest of the samples were thin plates 1 x 1 x(0.1 —0.2) mm 3
of a smaller dimension along the axis c.
Ceramic specimens. YBCO samples had the density DJDR = 0.33 — 0.92 (DR =
= 6.38 g/cm3 is X-ray density) and Tc = 85 - 92 K.
TABLE
N.

Composition,
heat treatment

1
2

Structure,
A = b — a (nm)

Tc
K

Hv
GPa

Klc
MPa. m1/2

Pth
10"2 N

orthorhombic
0.070

85

7.3

0.38

1.5-2.0

orthorhombic

60

9.7

0.57

2.5-5.0

3

orthorhombic

70

5.5

0.48

1.0

4

YBa^Cu^ТІ^O,. .з orthoгhombic
0.005
x = 0.03

68

5.0

0.42

1.0-1.5

5

quenched fгom
1173 K t o a i r

tetragonal

6.9

0.34

1.5-2.0

6

GdBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 _ ő

oгthorhombic

35

7.0

0.5

2.0

7

annealed for бhrs
at 723 K in oxygen

orthorhombic

55

7.0

0.5

2.0

8

HoBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 _,5

orthorhombic

40

5.9

0.45

2.0

9

DyBa2Cu3O7_<5

oгthorhombic

50

5.7

0.4

1.0

10

EгBa2Cu3O7_,5

orthorhombic

*)

5.8

0.5

1.0

11

YbBa 2 Cu 3 O 3 _л

oгthorhombic

35

5.1

0.5

1.0

YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 _ ð

*) Superconductivity was not observed down to 4.2 K.

The Vickers microhardness, Hv, and the threshold stress intensity factor, K l c ,
were estimated by the expressions:
H „ - 1.854 (P - Pth)l(2a)

2

and

Ku

3 2

= 0.1 (P - Pth)lc '

(1)

where P is the indentation load, Pth is a threshold load [1]. 2a is the impression
diagonal length, c is the radial crack length near impression.
Microcreep of ceramics was studied employing a laser interferometer. Samples
of cross section from 2 . 2 to 4 . 4 mm 2 and of height 6—10 mm were compressed
under stresses 10 to 12 MPa at temperature in the range 77 K < T < 300 K. Destruc
tion of the superconducting state was induced by passing a current. At 77 K the
critical current density was 15 — 25 A/cm2.
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Results and discussion

(a) Microhardness and microbrittleness
Single crystals: When indenting the RBCO crystals, the impressions were observed
on exceeding a threshold load Pth — 0.025 — 0.05 N but for P < Pth the strain was
elastic. If the load was higher than 1 N, the samples were generally fractured [2],
The experimental data given in coordinates (2a)2 — P (see Fig. 1) are well described
by a linear relation up to fracture load. This is true for c 3 / 2 — P dependence also.
The straight lines cut off in the load axis the values less then ~ 0.04 N close to the
above threshold loads.
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Fig. 1. Plots of impression diagonal length vs indentation load for YBaCuO (1- Tc = 65 K,
2 - Tc = 90 K), La 2 _ x Sr x CuO 4 (3 - Tc = 12 K), La 2 CuO (4 - nonsupercond.) and BiSrCaCuO
(5 - Tc = 80 K) single crystals.

Microhardness and fracture toughness of the single crystals studied are shown
to vary within large ranges (see table). A certain correlation can be observed between
the values of Hv and Klc: smaller values of Hv are in conformity with smaller Ktc
values.
The study into mechanical anisotropy of HTSC single crystals reveals that the
microhardness values are essentially identical for three basal planes and independent
of indentation diagonal direction. By contract, the length and the direction of crack
propagation are sensitive to identation crystallography. The planes of easy crack
propagation are planes (100), (010), (001). For arbitrary diagonal orientations the
cracks change smoothly their directions before the coincidence with [100] (Fig. 2).
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When indenting the plane (001), the directions [010] and [100] of crack propagation
are found to be equivalent. A high anisotropy of crack nucleation near impression
was observed when indenting the planes (100) and (010). As shown in Fig. 2, the

(oo)) ţace:
àìngU crjS-гal

mm***m*#m*mm
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ïЪзxCuîł0-ł.&

Fig. 2. Anisotropy of cracks propagation in RBCO. (001) face: GdBaCuO and (100) face: YBaCuO
single crystals.

cracks propagate mainly in the plane (001) which seems to be characterized by a
minimum surface energy. Noto that this is consistent with the observed growth
of crystals in the form of thin plates parallel to the plane (001).
The micromechanical properties of Bi-containing HTSC crystals have been
recently studied and reported by LUBENETS [4]. It should be noted that unlike
crystals YBCO, the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O crystals demonstrate highly nonuniform micromechanical properties because due to their multiphase nature. The microhardness
was found to have tree typical values: 0.5, 1.1 and 3.1 GPa. These are considerably
lower than the Hv values obtained for crystals YBCO.
Other features of the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O crystals are the lack of radial cracks and
the formation of secondary crycks with a plane parallel to (001). These crystals
appear to be more ductile than YBCO ones. The residual strain near indentation
is no less than 1 %.
Ceramics: Density dependence of microhardness at room temperature is satis
factorily described by the empirical equation [5].
Я„ = Я „ 0 e x p [ - n ( l - D/Dj,)],

(2)

where Hv0 = 4.5 GPa, n = 4.6. The equ. 2 has been long since used to treat the
effect of porosity on strength of different ceramic materials (n = 4 - 7 ) [6].
The HTSC ceramics microhardness appears to be temperature dependent (Fig. 3).
Hv increases by ^ 5 0 - 8 0 % with reducing temperature from 300 to 77 K. The
relative increase of the microhardness is the stronger the higher indentation load.
This may be due to an intergrain slip contribution to local strain. For low indenta
tion loads, Hv is closer to microhardness of a separate grain. Certain softening of the
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ceramics (for P = N) can be observed near 200 K. The dependence HV(T) does not
display the transition of ceramic to S-state within the limits of experimental accuracy.
(b) Microcreep
Figure 4 shows the creep curve of ceramics YBCO plotted as the strain rate s(t).
Creep of the ceramics was continuous for a long time although the rate varied. The
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of microhardness for YBaCuO ceramics (T c = 92 K,
D[DR = 0.78), (1): P = 0.15 N; (2):
P = 2.0 N
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Fig. 4. Creep curves of ceramics YBaCuO
at 77 K (1) and 250 K (2). Applied stress
<7 = 10 MPa.

following features of the deformation of ceramics were observed under a constant
load: 1) an initial period when e was close to zero; 2) a subsequent increase of e
which changed to weak fall of the rate; 3) absence of a steady-state creep stage;
4) short-term accelerations and slowing down of the deformation process corresponding to displacements by ~ 1 fim.
We investigated in more detail the process of deformation at 77 K, particularly
the influence of the S-N and N-S transitions on the process. When the current was
higher than the critical value, an interferogram always exhibited slowing down or
arrest of the deformation process (Fig. 5).
Acceleration of the strain as a result of the N-S transition can be explained by
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assuming that the motion of the twin boundaries in the S state is facilitated by the
absence of the electron drag [7].
The temperature dependence of the strain rate e, measured after a certain time
from the application of a load or after passing through a given value of the strain,
will be called the temperature spectrum of the strain rates.
Figure 6 shows typical inelastic deformation spectra of Y-ceramics [8]: one for
a fine-grained ceramic with the grain size 1 — 3 fim (curve l); another which was a
multi-phase coarse-grained ceramic with a grain size 10 — 30 fim (curve 4); two spectra
(curve 2 and 3) were recorded for single-phase coarse-grained samples from different
batches demonstrating that, for the same values of Tc and slightly different densities
3
3
(5.5 g/cm for sample 2 and 5.8 g/cm for sample 3), there were considerable dif
ferences between the strain rates at the maxima, whereas the temperatures of the
maxima were practically the same.
It follows from Fig. 6 that out of the three peaks present in all the spectra the one
located close to Tc at T m a x i .-. 90 K. The highest-temperature peak occurred at
Tmax2 = 250-270 K.
It is known at present that the temperature dependences of various properties
of high-temperature superconductors exibit anomalies near Tc (the Young modulus,
vibration decrement, and linear expansion coefficient). Clearly, these effects are of
an identical origin to that described in the present paper.
Above the superconducting transition temperature there are also special features
in some physical properties of HTSCs, which are attributed to structural changes
(phase transitions or nucleation and motion of twins). The characteristic features
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Fig. 5. Interferogram (top trace) and creep curve of ceramic YBaSrCuO at 77 K under a stress
(T = 12 MPa calculated from the interferogram. The arrows identify the moments when a current
of density/= 25 A/cm 2 was switched on and off.
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Fig. 6. Spectra of the rates of inelastic deformation by compression of YBaCuO ceramics;
(7= lOMPa.
of the temperature spectrum of the strain rate are in qualitative agreement with the
characteristics of the elasticity and specific heat.
The origin of the maxima, the mechanisms, and „carriers" of deformation in the
ceramics must be investigated further.
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